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Abstract—The paper deals with the necessity for pilot training on the simulator, shown that in order to 
increase the effectiveness of training is should take into account the personal skills of pilots, which involves 
the development of mathematical models of behavior and training of pilots. The models of the operators in 
the system of compensatory addition are suggested.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In industry, transport, energy, army and etc. 

widely used ergatic systems. Number of accidents 
and disasters as result of operators (pilot) errors is 
growing, and their effects are becoming more mas-
sive and tragic. Is necessary to improve the reliability 
of ergatic systems, namely, by improving training of 
operators (pilots). 

The increasing role in training of operators (pilots) 
play simulators. Modern trends of development is the 
introduction of Automated Training System (ATS). 

Automated Training System efficiency is primar-
ily determined by the quality of research methods 
inherent in it and mathematical software. The basis 
and essential element of security is mathematical 
model of behavior and training of the operator. Create 
complex model of an operator that would be rela-
tively simple in terms of required calculations and 
permits to solve all problems that ATS must solve on 
the basis of a common approach is not possible. 
Therefore, the general model of an operator consists 
of many models that solve partial problems on dif-
ferent levels (modeling of the object control in ac-
cordance with operator control actions, control, 
monitoring, registration and evaluation of the oper-
ator work). To construct these models an extremely 
wide range of approaches within a classical and 
evolutionary paradigms is used. The problem of 
adequacy of models is at all levels and in solving of 
all these problems. However, it is most acute when 
sensory-motor activity of operator is simulating. 

II. DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS OF MATHEMATICAL 
MODELS OF PILOTS 

The task of developing an adequate model of the 
operator is very difficult because people as an link of 
control system, characterized by such features as 
Multi, nonlinearity, non-stationarity, indeterminacy, 
delay, adaptability to the dynamics of an object 
management, prediction ability and studying ability. 

The main problem is the extraordinary adaptive 
ability of human. Human is able to manage in almost 
complete absence of a priori information about the 
controlled process. The well-known phenomenon of 
so-called instantaneous operator adaptation to simple 
changes in the dynamics of controlled object. None of 
classic or evolutionary model not explain this prop-
erty of an operator. 

One of major problems is the nonlinearity. The 
operator enters in the system output signal frequency 
missing in the input signal (so-called remnant). Un-
derstanding the causes of appear and the role of 
remnant is essential to build a mathematical model of 
the operator, since there is a strong correlation be-
tween the operator estimation of controlled object 
dynamics and remnant level in the output signal of 
operator. The simpler task and the better from the 
standpoint of operator object dynamics the less power 
of remnant. 

Linear models describe the behavior of operator 
by linear differential equations and remnant presence 
is completely ignored. 

Quasi-linear models considered remnant as in-
ternal noise of operator with unknown origin uncor-
related to the input signal and accordingly entered in 
the output value of operator a noise component. From 
the standpoint of these models remnant is irrelevant 
to purposeful activity of an operator. 

Discrete models explain remnant as discreteness 
of human perception. Since the problem of compen-
sating tracking input and output signals of operator 
are analog, all processes of sampling and signal re-
covery must take place within the model. Accor-
dingly, to the input signal is applied a step signal with 
frequency of quantization. On the graph of the spec-
tral density a bump appears at frequencies higher than 
input signal frequency. That is, in terms of discrete 
model remnant inevitable deterioration of linear 
model characteristics due to the input signal sam-
pling. 

TRANSPORT SYSTEMS 
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Nonlinear models explain remnant by presence in 
the structure of operator of undesirable nonlinearities 
such as the dead zone, zone of saturation, relay 
functions and etc., which leads to additional har-
monics in the output signal of operator. 

Models based on optimal control theory find 
remnant as track noise. 

Thus, the existing models interpret the nonlinear-
ity of operator as harmful, but inevitable. 

In the modern theory of ergatic systems is present 
discrepancies in the interpretation of structure of 
sensory-motor acts in the process of stabilization, 
there is no understanding of psychophysical pheno-
menon “merger” pilot in his imagination with an 
aircraft, operator ability to solve control problems 
without formalizing it, “instant” simple adaptation to 
changes dynamics of control object. Operator train-
ing on simulator and the real object in sensory-motor 
control levels are not adequate. That is, in existing 
AES one of the goals does not fully achieve. These 
are creating the ability to form a conceptual model of 
control and, accordingly, to achieve a sufficient level 
of imaginative skills of operator. This means that the 
operator model which formed an exemplary model of 
learning outcomes and not fully implemented known 
system principles of adequacy, consistency, infor-
mation content, activity and clarity of the learning 
process construction is not adequate enough  

The problem of creating a mathematical model of 
the operator’s dynamics in tracking compensation 
system which would give a satisfactory explanation of 
operator nonlinearity, its predictive and adaptive ca-
pacity, learning ability, remains unresolved.  

III. CRITERIA’S OF CONTROL QUALITY EVALUATION 
Existing criteria for assessing the quality of control 

by movement (state) parameters of the object (lower 
level criteria) used in the problem of stabilization are 
formed on the basis of comparison of standard and 
current parameters Existing criteria as the existing 
models reflect only the outer side of the operator ac-
tivity. Their main disadvantages are:  

– estimation of operator’s work by the achieved 
result not by the done work; 

– neglect the algorithm features of the control ac-
tions inherent to a man; 

– neglect the intensity and disturbances spectrum 
acting on the managed object, i.e. the conditions in 
which the operator works. 

Thus the problem of creating an adequate criterion 
for assessing the skill of the operator remains unre-
solved. Accordingly, there is no adequate and practical 
method of assessing the level of skill of the operator. 

The analysis concluded that increasing the effi-
ciency of AES requires solving the next unsolved 
problems: 

– developing of the operator behavior mathemati-
cal model in the task of stabilizing the object parame-
ters which would explain the ability of the operator to 
control the object without formal description of its 
dynamics, significant nonlinearity, adaptive and pre-
dictive ability of the operator, psychophysical phe-
nomenon “merge” of the operator with the controlled 
object; 

– creation of criteria, methods and information 
technology of objective evaluation of operator prepa-
ration effective in a changing level and spectrum dis-
turbances acting on an control object.  

IV. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF PILOT 
Control object is described by a simple linear 

differential equation of first 

order: ( ) ( ) ( ),dT y t y t kf t
dt

   

with initial condition y(0) = 0. 

V. PROBLEMS OF AUTOMATED TRAINING SYSTEM  
CONSTRUCTION AS A PART OF SIMULATOR 

For creation of such systems it is necessary: 
– experimental research of processes of activity 

and study of moving objects operators in automated 
training systems processes of collection information 
about controlled process and its modeling by operator 
in the task of the movement object control parameters 
stabilizing. 

– theoretical generalization of experimental results, 
development of mathematical models of conduct and 
training of the operator in the task of stabilizing the 
object movement parameters, methods and criteria for 
evaluation the operator’s professional preparation as 
components of scientific-methodical and mathemati-
cal provision of the automated training systems in 
problems making decisions on the level of operator 
preparation.  

– the development of information technology 
evaluation of operator preparation for the problem of 
stabilization the control object movement parameters 
under the external disturbances for the automatization 
of evaluation.  

– implementation of developed information tech-
nology of operator professional preparation evaluation 
to the practice of operators preparation with help of 
automated training systems. 

Research conducted under the following conditions 
and assumptions: 

– operator’s work is studied  in single-channel 
compensation  tracking system; 

– control object dynamics and external work con-
ditions of operator considered unchanged; 

– considered stationary mode of the system in 
terms that allow the operator to effectively solve the 
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problem (away from critical working modes of the 
operator in terms of mental and physical load); 

– control object is linear and stable; neglected the 
nonlinearity like backlash and saturation in the control 
system; 

– the prior hypotheses about the possible internal 
structure of the operator is not put forward; 

– no empirical coefficients for adjusting the model 
allowed; 

– hypothesis of operator linearity is not put for-
ward. 

Structural-logical scheme of research is shown in    
Figure. 

It’s necessary to underline that the problem of pilot 
mathematical model identification is closely con-
nected with design of experiment. First of all it must 
supply the possibility of identification problem solu-
tion in accordance to D-criterion. 

Beside that the design of experiment must precisely 
reflect the different aspects of pilot work in the heli-
copter control process.  

It is necessary taking into account that the behavior 
of pilot can be suddenly changed in extreme situations. 
It demands to create the set of mathematical models 
which reflect the variety of extreme situations. 

 

Aim of research: to increase effectiveness of ATS in professional preparing
of operators ergatic system dynamic objects

Scientific and technical problem: increasing of adequacy and effectiveness 
of mathematical, scientific and methodical software of ATS

System analysis: of existing problems of mathematical, scientific 
and methodical software of ATS designing

Problems statement of research

Choosing and developing of methods, procedures and means 
of experimental researches of operator behavior and studying in 

automated training system

Experimental researches realization

Processing and analysis of experimental data

Developing of mathematical, scientific 
and methodical software of ATS

Developing of informational technology of operator professional 
preparing level evaluation and its implementation in operators of 

dynamic objects training
 

Structural and logical scheme of research 

CONCLUSIONS 

The necessity of mathematical models develop-
ment of helicopter pilots to improve learning effi-
ciency is substantiates. It is shown that the existing 
criterias for evaluation the quality of education is 
based on a comparison of standard parameters with 
the existing ones. 
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В. А. Дмитрієв. Розробка математичних моделей пілотів вертольотів  
Розглянуто необхідність підготовки пілотів на тренажері, показано, що для того, щоб підвищити ефективність 
навчання слід брати до уваги особисті навички пілотів, які включають в себе розроблення математичних моделей 
поведінки і навчання пілотів. Запропоновано компенсуючі моделі операторів в системі. 
Ключові слова: тренажер; пілот; математична модель; критерії підготовки. 
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В. А. Дмитриев. Розработка математических моделей пилотов вертолетов  
Рассмотрена необходимость подготовки пилотов на тренажере, показано, что для того, чтобы повысить эффек-
тивность обучения следует принимать во внимание личные навыки пилотов, которые включают в себя разра-
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